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Nothing but the truth study guide answers

At the beginning of the book, Philip Malloy obsessively gets on the school's running team. He wants to impress his father and improve his chances of going to college. He likes most of his class, math the most, but he despises Miss Narwin's English class. Phil doesn't see the point of reading the classic book, The Call of
the Wild, and asses are with Miss Narwin every step of the way. After a sarcastic response to an exam, Phil gets a D as a cycle grade in English - a grade that prevents him from trying out the track team. Phil immediately blames Miss Narwin for her bad luck and is furious when she finds out she's going to be her teacher
in the spring cycle. Miss Narwin faces her own challenges as the story begins. As he desperately tries to capture contemporary teaching, he la complains about the fact that students don't appreciate, or even care about, literature the way students have in the past. It calls for funding for the school district to take part in a
summer course to improve student interaction. When she is denied support, Miss Narwin will be discouraged and angry that the government is not concerned. While Phil Malloy doesn't take his course seriously, Miss Narwin believes Phil is insensitive and hopes to break through his hard wall and help him succeed. The
morning announcements were always broadcast on the wall speakers during a homeroom at Harrison High School. The first day Phil is in Miss Narwin's classroom, the national anthem trampled on the intercom. Miss Narwin wants you to stop. Phil believes his actions are no big deal, but Miss Narwin cites a school memo
asking students to stand up in respectful silence during the anthem as the reason she asked him to remain silent. It's the first time Phil's been reluctant to stop. After telling his parents about the incident and telling his father to stand up for his rights, Phil continued to hum along to the national anthem in the homeroom.
Miss Narwin threw him out once. When you throw him out a second time, the deputy director threatens to suspend Phil. If Phil refuses to apologize to Miss Narwin, I'll suspend him because he was sent to the principal's office twice in the same week for the same crime. Miss Narwin doesn't agree with Phil's suspension,
but the deputy director insists the rule is the rule. Phil's mother is upset that he acted and was suspended, but Phil's father blames Miss Narwin and her outraged son for being patriotic. Phil and his father, Ben, are going over to tell their neighbor the story. Ted Griffen, who chased Phil off his lawn, runs for the school
board, and Ben thinks he needs to know what happened to Phil. There's a reporter at Ted's house, he's interviewing for school elections, and finally Phil and Malloy for his suspension. He writes an article in the local newspaper presenting a one-sided view of Phil's suspension, and also paints the incident as being a
squelching patriotic freedom, not a discipline issue. People at Harrison Township are outraged, stoked by Ted Griffen, who is making the rounds using the incident as leverage to win the school board election campaign. A national news agency picks up the local story and compresses it into one paragraph, suspending
Phil because he's patriotic and solely blames Miss Narwin. Newspapers across the country begin calling Harrison High School and telegrams and letters are coming in asking for Miss Narwin's resignation. The school board and administration, feeling pressure because of the upcoming school budget election, are
beginning to twist the truth about the event and school policy to save face. As a result, Miss Narwin will be the scape gob and will be asked to take time off. Phil is overwhelmed by all the attention he receives as a result of national coverage, and will be underscored by the banter, and disapprove, of his peers. When Phil
realizes he won't be able to improve his grade in Miss Narwin's class or join the running team, he tells his parents he wants to change schools. At the end of the book, Miss Narwin decides to resign, the school district's budget is defeated, and Ted Griffen is elected to the school board. Phil is leaving Harrison High School
to go to Washington Academy, a private school with no team. In the final lines of the book, Phil admits he doesn't even know the words to the national anthem. Anthem.
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